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OWNERS AND USERS UNITE!: ORPHAN
WORKS IN THE COPYRIGHT
MODERNIZATION ACT OF 2006
I. INTRODUCTION
"Crawl out Through the Fallout"1 and "Atom Bomb Baby"2 are
not giants of twentieth century American popular music. When
independent filmmaker Eric Ristau tried to find the songs'
copyright owners for use in a film documenting the Nuclear Age in
America, his months-long search proved unsuccessful.' The songs
were not listed with Broadcast Music, Incorporated (BMI), the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP), or the Society of European Stage Authors and
Composers (SESAC), the primary registers of copyrighted musical
works.4 "For obscure works which might be inexpensive to
license, the process of simply contacting the owners is a
Kafkaesque nightmare," Ristau said of his experience.5 The songs
could not be used unless the filmmaker chose to risk an
infringement action. Ristau's creative endeavor was frustrated by
his inability to find the copyright owners of the works despite his
1. An upbeat and jazzy 1960 swing tune sung by Sherman Allman, who
croons "Think about your hero, when you're at ground zero-and crawl out
through the fallout back to me!" http://www.allmusic.com (search for song title
"Crawl Out Through the Fallout").
2. Another rousing tune in which Five Stars sings: "Atom Bomb! I want her
in my wigwam! She's just the way I want her to be: a million times hotter than
TNT!" http://www.allmusic.com (search for song title "Atom Bomb Baby").
3. DUKE CTR. FOR THE STUDY OF THE PUB. DOMAIN, ORPHAN WORKS:
ANALYSIS AND PROPOSAL 2 (2005), available at
http://www.law.duke.edu/cspd/pdf/cspdproposal.pdf.
4. Comment of Eric Ristau at 1, In re Orphan Works, No. 602 (Copyright
Office Mar. 22, 2005), available at http://www.copyright.gov/orphan/comments
/OW0602-Ristau.pdf.
5. Id.
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extensive search.
Elsewhere, a university art history professor might be breaking
the law. The professor illustrated his academic article on Frank
Lloyd Wright's Unity Temple with a building sketch, drawn by a
collaboration of architects from several firms that had influenced
the landmark's architectural design.6 Usually meticulous about
clearing copyrights, the good professor was faced with a series of
dead ends in his search for the owner of the drawing.
The architectural firms involved had gone out of business years
earlier with no indication of where the onetime principals were
located. The staff at Life magazine, where the drawing had
appeared, told him that the magazine did not own the image and
had no record of any person connected to the design.7 Unable to
find an owner to approve publication, the professor decided to use
the illustration despite the risk of being sued for infringement if an
architect turned up later with legal claim to it.' While editors at
the academic journal assured him that the risk of an infringement
action was "minimal," the professor has much to be uncomfortable
about the choice he made.9 Those bringing copyright infringement
suits can be awarded damages of up to $150,000 in certain
instances-enough to give both professor and journal pause."0
6. Copyrightable works of authorship include "architectural works." 17
U.S.C. § 102(a)(8) (2006). An "architectural work" is defined as "the design of
a building as embodied in any tangible medium of expression, including a
building, architectural plans, or drawings." 17 U.S.C. § 101. The architectural
work includes the overall form, arrangement, and composition of spaces and
elements in the design, but not individual standard features. Id.
7. Scott Carlson, Whose Work Is It, Anyway?, THE CHRON. OF HIGHER
EDUC., July 29, 2005, at 33, available at http://chronicle.com/free/v5l/i47
/47a03301 .htm.
8. Id.
9. Id.
10. 17 U.S.C. § 504(c)(2). Granted, a judge is not likely to use his discretion
in this case to award this maximum amount. There is much to be said about the
mitigating effects of fair use in this situation, but the unpredictability of fair use
jurisprudence involves yet another "gamble" on the part of the professor. The
risk involved in this gamble is compounded by the typically fragile economic
state of both academic journals and Humanities professors. This risk sometimes
prevents articles from being published.
[Vol. XVII:79
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A. Orphan Works Defined
An orphan work is defined as a copyrighted work for which an
owner cannot reasonably be located." Copyright owners have the
exclusive right to control, subject to certain limitations and
exemptions, the use and exploitation of their work.' In the typical
orphan works situation, users who wish to exercise one or more of
the rights protected by copyright seek out the copyright owner in
order to get permission for their particular use. 3 Uncertainty
arises in orphan works situations, as the user cannot reduce the risk
of copyright liability. 4 There is always the possibility, however
remote, that a copyright owner could appear and bring an
infringement action once use has begun. The risk-averse and users
of limited means may refrain from making use of the work to
avoid liability. 5 This outcome is not in the public interest and
does not conform to the constitutional mandate of the Copyright
Clause, which purports to "promote the progress of science and
useful arts."' 6 This is especially the case where copyright owners
no longer exist or otherwise do not wish to restrain the use of their
11. Comments of Pub. Knowledge at 1, In re Orphan Works, No. 629
(Copyright Office Mar. 25, 2005), available at http://www.copyright.gov
/orphan/comments/OW0629-PublicKnowledge.pdf. The fact that these types of
works have come to be known as "orphans" is telling. The use of the term
"orphan" carries with it strong semantic implications and sentiments. The word
conjures up images of helplessness and sounds a call to duty: orphans, usually,
need to be protected. In the debate over orphan works, opponents of the
proposed legislation often refer to these types of works as "so-called" orphan
works in an attempt to eliminate the emotional baggage of the term. The phrase
"orphan works" has prevailed in this debate, however, and it is the accepted
terminology. In the interest of clarity, this is the language that I will use
throughout.
12. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, REPORT ON ORPHAN WORKS 16 (2006),
available at http://www.copyright.gov/orphan/orphan-report-full.pdf.
13. See 17 U.S.C. § 106 (listing rights present in copyrighted works). I will
use the term "user" throughout in describing those who wish to utilize orphan
works. When this blanket term fails to elicit enough meaning or is too vague,
the author will make a note of it.
14. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 15.
15. Id.
16. U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 8.
2006]
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work. 7
B. Title II of House Resolution 6052:
The Orphan Works Act of 2006
House Resolution 6052, the 'Copyright Modernization Act of
2006,' was introduced by Representative Lamar Smith (R-TX) on
September 12, 2006. Title II of the Bill deals exclusively with the
problem of orphan works, and constitutes the 'Orphan Works Act
of 2006. '18 The proposed legislation stems from a United States
Copyright Office Report solicited in January of 2005 by Senators
Orrin Hatch and Patrick Leahy requesting that the Office study the
issue in detail and provide a report with a recommended course of
action.19 The Copyright Office then issued a Notice of Inquiry to
which over 850 comments from the public were received,
conducted three days of roundtable discussions, and met with
several organizations privately in order to explore the issue fully.2"
The proposed 'Orphan Works Act of 2006' borrows heavily from
the Copyright Office's recommended solution-thus forming a
kind of legislative history for the Bill.2'
C. Overview
In this article, I will examine Title II of H.R. 6052, 'The Orphan
Works Act of 2006,' as a proposed solution for the orphan works
problem. In section II of the article, I will examine the legal and
non-legal causes of the orphan works issue and the scope of the
problem as illustrated by the comments submitted to the Copyright
Office. In section III, I will look at the proposed legislation in
detail. In section IV, I will examine the effect of the legislation on
the interested parties, alternative solutions, the adequacy of the
17. Id.
18. See Copyright Modernization Act of 2006, H.R. 6052, 109th Cong. tit. II
(2006) (previously introduced as H.R. 5439, 109th Cong. (2006)).
19. See U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12 (introductory letter from Orin
Hatch and Patrick Leahy, U.S. Senators, to Marybeth Peters, Register of
Copyrights, U.S. Copyright Office (Jan. 5, 2005)).
20. Id. at 1.
21. Id. at 92.
[Vol. XVII:79
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proposed solution, and the likelihood of passage.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Causes
1. Legal Causes
The orphan works issue is generally caused by factual
circumstances and considerations: a work is orphaned when a user
is uncertain about the identity and location of the copyright
owner. 2  In the majority of orphan works cases, users are
reasonably certain of the copyright law and its applicability to their
conduct. 23 Nevertheless, the orphan works problem is in large part
a by-product of developments in U.S. copyright law that have
expanded copyright strength and protection for primary creators.24
Registration and renewal requirements have been eliminated,
making it more difficult for users to locate the owners of
copyrighted works.2 5 Longer copyright terms create longer periods
of time in which copyright ownership can change hands, making it
more difficult yet to locate the owner 6.2  Also, non-legal factors
such as technological advancements, making original works more
accessible and derivative works easier to create, have expanded the
number of users affected by this problem.27
a. Recent Developments in Copyright Law
The Copyright Act of 197628 made it much easier for authors to
obtain and maintain copyright in their creative works. Copyright
22. Id. at 41.
23. Id.
24. Olive Huang, U.S. Copyright Office Orphan Works Inquiry: Finding
Homes for the Orphans, 21 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 265, 268 (2006).
25. Id.
26. Id.
27. Id.
28. Copyright Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-553, 90 Stat. 2541 (1976).
2006]
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now subsists from the moment an original work of authorship is
fixed in any tangible form of expression.29 Authors need not
register their work with the Copyright Office or publish with
notice to obtain protection." While registration with the Copyright
Office is favorable and provides important benefits to copyright
holders, it is not required as a condition to copyright protection.3'
The revisions in the Copyright Act of 1976 are largely responsible
for the orphan works problem.
Under the Copyright Act of 1909, renewal registration was
required to maintain protection beyond the initial twenty-eight-
year term.32 Failure to register the renewal during the last year of
the first term resulted in a complete loss of protection.33 The 1976
Act removed the renewal requirement for future works, but kept it
for works copyrighted before 1978." 4 In 1992, the renewal
requirement was eliminated altogether.35 These changes, along
with the Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1988, were
intended to harmonize U.S. copyright law with international
treaties, such as the Berne Convention.36 The Berne Convention
does not require formalities as a condition to copyright on the
grounds that formalities unnecessarily punish copyright holders by
causing the unintentional loss of copyright.37
Prior to the 1976 Act, the term of protection was limited to
29. 17 U.S.C. § 102(a) (2006).
30. 17 U.S.C. § 102.
31. 17 U.S.C. § 412. After 1992, registration was required only prior to
bringing of an infringement suit, including infringements that occurred prior to
actual registration. 17 U.S.C. § 411. Registration prior to actual infringement
entitles the copyright owner to statutory damages and attorneys' fees. 17 U.S.C.
§ 412.
32. MELVILLE B. NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT §
1.05[A][1] (2006) [hereinafter NIMMER].
33. Id.
34. Id.; 17 U.S.C. § 302.
35. Copyright Renewal Act, Pub. L. No. 102-561, 106 Stat. 4233 (1991).
36. Beme Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, Sept.
9, 1886, revised July 24, 1971, 25 U.S.T. 1341, 828 U.N.T.S. 221, available at
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/beme/pdf/trtdocswoOO1 .pdf [hereinafter
Berne Convention]. The U.S. formally acceded to Berne in 1988. See Berne
Convention Implementation Act, Pub. L. No. 100-568, 102 Stat. 2853 (1988).
37. "The enjoyment and the exercise of these rights shall not be subject to
any formality.. . ." Berne Convention, supra note 36, art. 5(2).
[Vol. XVII:79
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twenty-eight years, with an optional period of another twenty-eight
years if the copyright was renewed. If the copyright owner no
longer wished to exploit the work, or a corporate owner no longer
existed, or, in the case of individual copyright owners, there were
no interested heirs to claim the copyright, then the work entered
the public domain. This meant that some copyrights entered the
public domain as the copyright owner was not aware that renewal
had to occur within the one year window at the end of the first
term or that the copyright was up for renewal. It was widely
known that eliminating renewal requirements would take a large
number of works out of the public domain and that for a number of
those older works it might be difficult or impossible to identify the
copyright owner in order to obtain permissions. However,
Congress discarded the renewal system because, in part, of the
"inadvertent and unjust loss of copyright" it sometimes caused.38
The adoption of the life plus fifty year copyright term with the
1976 Act and the twenty-year term extension with the Sonny Bono
Copyright Term Extension Act of 1998 raised many concerns.39
While these changes favor the copyright holder, some contend that
current copyright law places unacceptable burdens on users of
works where the copyright owner is difficult to find, creating
"orphan works." If no one comes forward to claim the copyright
in a work, it is likely that the benefit of public access to the work
outweighs whatever copyright interest that might exist.
Users of orphan works might not have access to legal advice on
orphan works issues and likely cannot adequately assess the risks
inherent in use. Even if there is little risk of a lawsuit being lost or
even brought, they may not be able to afford any risk of having to
bear the cost of defending themselves in litigation. Litigation is
expensive: many users and creators cannot bear these costs."
Because of this, orphan works are often not used even where there
38. H.R. REP. No. 94-1476, at 134 (1976).
39. Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act, S. 505, 105th Cong. (1998);
see also Eldred v. Ashcroft, 537 U.S. 186, 242 (2003) (Breyer, J., dissenting).
40. This is especially true given technological advancements in the field of
digital technology. As creation becomes easier and less expensive, there is a
huge increase in the number of primary authors. Whereas Random House can
afford in-house counsel and legal liabilities, our average J.Q. Blogsalot cannot.
This is discussed in more detail below.
2006]
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is no one who would object to the use.41
A typical orphan works situation is one where a user seeks to
incorporate an older work into a new work and is willing to seek
permission, but is unable to find the copyright owner in order to
seek permission. While this user might be confident that the risk
of an infringement claim against this use is not likely, the
copyright in the work is still valid and enforceable under our
current system, thus the risk cannot be completely eliminated.
Even if the user copies only portions of the work in a way that
would not likely be found infringing under the doctrine of fair use,
some observers note that the fair use defense is often too
unpredictable as a general matter to remove the uncertainty in the
user's mind.43
This uncertainty frustrates the key policies underlying copyright:
promoting the dissemination of works by creating incentives for
their creation and dissemination to the public. 44 The threat of
added costs to users wishing to use material from existing works
undermines the economic incentive that promotes creation.45
Users may be dissuaded from creating new works that incorporate
existing works for which the owner cannot be found because they
cannot afford the risk of potential liability or even of litigation.
Also, the public interest may be harmed when a work cannot be
made available to the public due to uncertainty over its copyright
ownership and status, even when there is no longer any living
person or legal entity claiming ownership of the copyright or the
owner no longer has any objection to such use.
Copyright holders have economic incentives to make their
ownership known-it is the only way that they can receive the
benefits of licensing royalties. However, as will be discussed
below, the usefulness of such incentives depends on the
commercial value of the work in question, the ease of making such
information found, and the amount of time that has transpired
between fixation of the work and the time at which the information
41. Those who are dissuaded from using these works are the impecunious
such as scholars and small publishers.
42. Carlson, supra note 7, at 36.
43. See id. at 33-37.
44. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8.
45. Id.
[Vol. XVII:79
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is sought.46 Some industries, such as the music industry, have
sophisticated organizations devoted to collecting registration
information, making ownership apparent to users and thus
maximizing the economic value of the author's work.47
b. International Concerns
One of the principal motivations behind the extensions of
copyright protection and the elimination of formalities enacted in
the Copyright Act of 1976 was Congress's desire to gain access to
the Berne Convention. Proponents of ratifying Berne cited the
central feature of the Convention as "its prohibition of
formalities."48  The current text of the Beme Convention is the
Paris Act, adopted July 24, 1971." This nonformalistic structure
contrasted with United States copyright law, which was peculiar
within the world copyright community for its emphasis on
formalities." Unwillingness to part with this system of copyright
notice delayed accession to the Convention until the late 1980s.1
1 52
46. See William M. Landes & Richard A. Posner, Indefinitely Renewable
Copyright, 70 U. CHI L. REV. 471, 477-80, 496-513 (2003).
47. Id. at 506.
48. 134 CONG. REc. H3082 (daily ed. May 10, 1988) (statement of Rep.
Kastenmeier).
49. See Berne Convention, supra note 36.
50. NIMMER, supra note 32, § 17.01[B](1)(a).
51. Id. The United States Senate actually ratified the Berne Convention on
April 19, 1935, but then withdrew the ratification two days later. Robert
Sandison, The Berne Convention and the Universal Copyright Convention: The
American Experience, 11 COLUM.-VLA J.L. & ARTS 89, 103 (1986). The
Senators realized that U.S. law would have to be modified in order to comply
with the Convention, an issue that the Congressional committee had not
considered. Id.
52. From the first copyright statute of 1790 until the Chace Act of 1891, the
United States was a copyright piracy haven. For more than a century, foreign
copyright holders were completely without rights under United States copyright
law, and there are countless anecdotes relating to American publishers
industriously bootlegging the works of Charles Dickens, Anthony Trollope, and
Harriet Martineau. NIMMER, supra note 32, § 17.01[C](1)(a). Dickens (the
author of what is perhaps the most famous 'orphan work' in world literature:
Oliver Twist) devoted much of his 1842 and 1867 public tours of America to the
subject, trying to raise American consciousness of the problem. David G. Post,
A Brief Look at the International Copyright Relations of the United States (Sept.
2006]
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The United States resisted joining the Convention until the late
1980s, as globalization and concerns about international piracy
prompted Congress to pass the Berne Convention Implementation
Act. 3
The United States was also motivated to change its formalistic
ways in order to secure two important benefits of membership
within the Berne Convention." First, membership allows
immediate copyright relations with twenty-four nations of the
world. 5 The Convention affords "national treatment" for authors,
providing the same protection for their works as those countries
provide to their own authors. 6 Also, members must be treated
according to "minimum standards," a baseline treatment that all
nations must grant to Convention (nondomestic) claimants. 7
Second, membership would constitute a moral statement on behalf
of the United States regarding the importance of protecting
intellectual property by adhering to the world's most important
copyright treaty, providing the highest standards of protection. 8
2. Non-Legal Causes
Developments in the realm of digital technologies have greatly
facilitated access to and use of copyrighted works. 9 Physical
barriers that once limited creators have been broken down through
the wide-ranging dissemination of nonphysical digital copies.6" In
1998), http://www.temple.edu/lawschool/dpost/Chinapaper.html.
53. NIMMER, supra note 32, § 17.01[C](1)(b); see also Pub. L. No. 100-568,
102 Stat. 2853 (1988). Considering footnote 50, this is especially ironic owing
to the United States' dubious copyright past. Far Eastern countries are perpetual
targets of U.S. infringement complaints. As America has become an exporter
rather than an importer of innovation and copyrighted goods, particularly
computer software, its political position has changed drastically.
54. NIMMER, supra note 32, § 17.01 [C](2)(a).
55. Id.
56. See Beme Convention, supra note 36, art. 5(1) ("Authors shall enjoy...
in countries of the Union other than the country of origin ....
57. NIMMER, supra note 32, § 17.01 [B](1)(a).
58. Id. § 17.01[C](2)(a).
59. Huang, supra note 24, at 273.
60. Comment of Stanford Univ. Libraries at 1-2, In re Orphan Works, No.
457 (Copyright Office Mar. 18, 2005), available at http://www.copyright.gov
/orphan/comments/OW0457-StanfordUniversity.pdf.
[Vol. XVII:79
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the midst of an explosion of creativity, orphan works could now
potentially impede more creative efforts than ever before. 6' To
complicate matters, more primary works are being created now
than ever before, resulting in a large set of potential orphan
works.62 Orphan works stifle the quickened pace of creativity just
as the pace of creativity aggravates the problem of orphan works:
orphan works and technology do not good bedfellows make.63
Digital technologies are having a greater impact on creativity
and the dissemination of knowledge than Guttenberg's printing
press. The prevalence of orphan works, however, undermines the
benefits that these technologies provide.' The "cultural
importance and ubiquity of copyrighted texts, images and sounds
may make multimedia collage and other forms of creativity that
incorporate existing copyrighted works even more vital forms of
cultural commentary than they have been in the past."65 The great
expansion of creators that has been spawned by the advent of
digital technology is mainly due to the reduced costs and
restrictions of creating and publishing these works. Digital
technology, in this way, democratizes art and creativity.66
However, new forms of derivative works can only legitimately
61. Huang, supra note 24, at 274.
62. Id.
63. This is the current state of affairs. There is the hope and possibility that
technology and orphan works could make excellent bedfellows: the advent of
search engine technology will likely become indispensable in any search for
copyright owners.
64. Id.
65. Molly Shaffer Van Howelling, Distributive Values in Copyright, 83 TEX.
L. REV. 1535, 1539 (2005).
66. Consider the 2003 documentary film Tarnation:
The surprise hit of the [2004] Cannes film festival is a movie
made by a first-time director with a budget of precisely
$218.32. Tarnation was created by 31-year-old jobbing actor
Jonathan Caouette, using the Apple Macintosh package
iMovie .... The budget was spent on 10 tapes for Caouette's
video camera and a pair of angel wings. The latter are used in
a scene recreating a play Caouette directed at school - a
musical version of David Lynch's Blue Velvet.
Charlotte Higgins, Cannes 2004: $200 Family Film is Festival Hit,
THE GUARDIAN, May 18, 2004, at 6, available at http://www.guardian.co.
uk/uknews/story/0,3604,1219070,00.html.
2006]
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progress with the copyright permissions of the works incorporated
into them.67 The aspirations of creativity in the digital age are
severely inhibited by the prevalence of orphan works-the
prohibitive costs of searching out owners and the risks inherent in
use without permission are stemming the creative tide.6"
B. Scope of the Orphan Works Problem
Trends in copyright registrations and renewals over the last
century suggest that a large number of works may fall into the
category of orphan works.69 Based on the numbers of claims to
copyright and their subsequent renewal claims under the 1909 Act,
less than half of all registered copyrighted works were renewed
under the old copyright system.7" Renewal was required to
maintain protection of a work under this system, so this data shows
that there was insufficient interest a mere twenty-eight years later
to maintain copyright protection.7" With respect to many of these
works, particularly those owned by legal entities or other
sophisticated copyright owners, it can be assumed that the work no
longer had sufficient economic value to the copyright claimant to
merit renewal.7 Many libraries and scholars argue that those
works that have so little economic value that they fail to merit the
small expense and effort of renewal may nevertheless have
scholarly or educational value and should not be needlessly barred
from such use.73
67. Id.
68. Huang, supra note 24, at 274.
69. Landes & Posner, supra note 46, at 477-80; see also H.R. REP. No. 94-
1476, at 136 (1976) ("A statistical study of renewal registrations made by the
Copyright Office in 1966 supports the generalization that most material which is
considered to be of continuing or potential commercial value is renewed. Of the
remainder, a certain proportion is of practically no value to anyone, but there are
a large number of unrenewed works that have scholarly value to historians,
architects and specialists in a variety of fields.").
70. Landes & Posner, supra note 46, at 479.
71. Id.
72. Id.
73. H.R. REP. No. 94-1476, at 136 (1976).
[Vol. XVII:79
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1. Comments Filed With the Copyright Office
More than 850 initial and reply comments were filed by
interested parties in response to a Copyright Office inquiry
requesting public input on the issue. The scope of the orphan
works problem, however, remains unclear.74 Data does not exist as
to how many unsuccessful searches potential users perform, how
irreplaceable the works sought after are, or how often users decide
to risk infringement and use the work anyway.75 Orphan works
present problems in varying degrees across different forms of
copyrighted works. In the music industry, for example, statutory
copyrights only subsist in sound recordings if they were recorded
after February 15, 1972.76 Most sound recordings are identified by
the labels that accompany them, clearly naming the copyright
owners.7 7  The recording industry has created databases with
owner information for works still under copyright protection.78 As
an added protection, compulsory licensing under 17 U.S.C. §
115(b) grants users limited rights to use the recording even if the
copyright owner cannot be located so long as the user files a notice
of intent to obtain a compulsory license with the Copyright
Office.
Books do not have the statutory safeguards of recorded works,
74. Huang, supra note 24, at 266.
75. Id.
76. 17 U.S.C. § 115(a)(1)(ii) (2006). Recordings made before 1972 might
still seek protection through state common law copyright. Capitol Records, Inc.
v. Naxos of Am., Inc., 830 N.E.2d 250, 260 (N.Y. 2005).
77. Comment of the Recording Indus. Ass'n of Am. at 1, In re Orphan
Works, No. 687 (Copyright Office Mar. 25, 2005), available at
http://www.copyright.gov/orphan/comments/OW0687-RIAA.pdf.
78. Id.
79. The Act reads:
Any person who wishes to obtain a compulsory license under
this section shall, before or within thirty days after making,
and before distributing any phonorecords of the work, serve
notice of intention to do so on the copyright owner. If the
registration or other public records of the Copy-right Office
do not identify the copyright owner and include an address at
which notice can be served, it shall be sufficient to file the
notice of intention in the Copyright Office.
17 U.S.C. § 115(b)(l) (2006).
2006]
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and therefore create greater and more complex orphan works
concerns.8 0  Carnegie Mellon University Libraries sought to
digitize their collection, and conducted a study to determine the
practicability of obtaining copyright permissions.8' The study
illustrates the special orphan works problem that libraries and
archives face.82 In an initial sample of copyrighted books to be
archived, eleven percent were immediately stricken from the study
as too complicated to even pursue the issue because of the
possibility of third-party copyright ownership. 3 Generally, the
older the book, the more difficult it was to find the copyright
owner, and the more likely that the book was lying dormant--out
of print and neither generating revenues nor aiding scholars. 4 In
the study, thirty-six percent of the publishers that were actually
located did not respond to multiple letters of inquiry.5
Approximately seventy-nine percent of the books printed by these
publishers were books that were already out of print. 86 Even when
publishers responded, some were uncertain about what types of
rights they had, and some did not even have records of having
published the book.87
Some types of copyrighted works show no copyright
information regardless of publication status, making them almost
impossible to trace. Graphical works present a unique set of
problems. Photographs, for example, often lack even basic
information about who owns the photograph, who took it, or even
who is in it, rendering the clearance of the copyright in the
80. This can be explained by the fact that there is more incentive to protect
copyright interests in musical works. Landes and Posner's study of renewal
rates under the 1909 Copyright Act shows that copyright renewal rates were the
highest for musical works (32%), but much lower for books (8%) and graphic-
arts works (3%). Landes & Posner, supra note 46, at 477-80; see also H.R. REP.
No. 94-1476, at 136 (1976).
81. Comment of the Carnegie Mellon Univ. Libraries at 3, In re Orphan
Works, No. 537 (Copyright Office Mar. 22, 2005), available at
http://www.copyright.gov/orphan/comments/OW0537-CamegieMellon.pdf.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. Comment of the Carnegie Mellon Univ. Libraries, supra note 81, at 4.
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photograph virtually impossible.88 Duke University conducted a
project in 1998 to digitize and provide access to over seven-
thousand advertisement images that had been created between
1911 and 1955, but the copyright search process only yielded
contacts for less than half of the companies whose advertisements
were involved.89
2. Categories of Users
The comments filed with the Copyright Office described not
only the problems faced by users, but also the kinds of productive
uses of orphan works.9" The Office divided the uses proposed by
the comments into four general categories: use by subsequent
creators, large-scale access uses, enthusiast uses, and private
uses.
91
a. Uses by Subsequent Creators
Uses by subsequent creators occur where users wish to
incorporate existing works into their own creative expression.92
Typical scenarios range from an author or publisher who wishes to
include a photograph in a new book to a movie studio that wishes
to create a film version of an obscure novel. 3 Comments filed
with the Copyright Office describe several specific examples of
this type of use. Examples include a filmmaker's nearly
impossible task of locating copyright holders for millions of
images used in American picture postcards, the bulk of which were
produced between 1900 and 1918 by companies that no longer
88. Photographs present particularly acute orphan works issues. The
photographer (at least in the situation of journalism) obtains photographs that
are marketable by increasing the number of exposures. Digital technologies
allow professional photographers to increase the number of photos taken and
stored exponentially.
89. Lynn Pritcher, Ad*Access: Seeking Copyright Permissions for a Digital
Age, D-LIB MAGAZINE, Feb. 2000, available at
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/februaryOO/pritcher/02pritcher.html.
90. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 36.
91. See id. at 36-40.
92. Id. at 36.
93. Id.
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exist.94 Another example includes an author, formerly a researcher
in the Antarctic, wishing to include photographs of the living
quarters of a research station as part of a history of the station.95
The author was advised by his attorney that there was no way to
mitigate risk of infringement and that he should therefore not use
the photographs.96
This category of use involves commercial use of the underlying
work that goes beyond the limits of fair use.97 Users in these
situations normally bear a significant reliance interest if they begin
use of the work.98 This reliance interest in most cases involves the
costs of production and distribution of the new works, making
commercial users highly sensitive to surfacing copyright owners'
claims for injunctive relief at a critical point in the marketing and
distribution of the work.99 Most users in this category budget for
the payment of license fees for permission to use works before
initiating projects.' ° Therefore, subsequent creators are more
capable and willing to pay monetary damages or compensation to
re-emerging copyright owners than non-profit users.'
b. Large-Scale Access Uses
Large-scale access users are usually institutional users that wish
to make a large quantity of works available to the public." 2
Typical large-scale access users are academic or non-profit
institutions, such as libraries, archives, or museums.0 3 These
94. Comment of Robert M. Goodman at 1-2, In re Orphan Works, No. 46
(Copyright Office Mar. 18, 2005), available at
http://www.copyright.gov/orphan/comments/OW0046-GoodmanAssoc.pdf.
95. Comment of Michael Briggs at 1, In re Orphan Works, No. 369
(Copyright Office Mar. 14, 2005), available at http://www.copyright.gov
/orphan/comments/OW0369-Briggs.pdf.
96. Id.
97. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 36.
98. Id.
99. Id. at 37.
100. Id.
101. Id.
102. Id.
103. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 36. The comment filed by
the Carnegie-Mellon Libraries is an example of this type of use. See supra
notes 81-87 and accompanying text.
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institutions maintain large numbers of works-many of which
have been donated with very little copyright ownership
information-and typically want to digitize and post these
collections online.1 °" These uses are usually non-commercial." 5
This method of use usually involves very little cost for each
individual work. 1 6 While the user's reliance interest for the entire
project may be great, the reliance interest for each individual work
used in the project is low.'07 Because of the large number of works
involved in their mode of use, large-scale access users are averse
to paying monetary compensation for use, especially in the case of
non-commercial use.0 8 Some users would agree with a system
that allows injunctive relief, provided that such relief is limited in
scope only to works for which the party can demonstrate
ownership, and not the entire collection.'09
Developments in technology have made it possible to digitally
store and search vast amounts of information. This aspect of the
orphan works problem is especially complicated, as it encroaches
on the blurry line of fair use. Allowing access to digitized copies
of archived materials exposes libraries and archives to legal
liability."0 The legal uncertainty that comes with making copies
discourages institutions from copying works, even for preservation
purposes. "'
Project Gutenberg was the first major digital library initiative,
beginning in the 1970s and now containing more than 17,000 e-
books in 45 languages in its collection."2 The Internet Archive, a
104. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 36.
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. Id.
108. Id.
109. Id. This is analogous to the idea of a "notice and take down" safe
harbor for institutional non-profit users, much like that provided for Internet
Service Providers under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
110. Comment of the Internet Archive at 2, In re Orphan Works, No. 657
(Copyright Office Mar. 25, 2005), available at http://www.copyright.gov
/orphan/comments/OW0657-IntemetArchive.pdf.
111. Id. at 1.
112. Michael S. Hart, History and Philosophy of Project Gutenberg (Aug.
1992), http://www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Gutenberg:TheYHistory-and_- Philosophy
.oLProjectGutenberg__by-MichaelHart. The Project began when Michael S.
Hart was given $100,000,000 of computer time by the operators of the Xerox
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more recent project, is a nonprofit organization founded to build a
digital library offering permanent access to researchers, historians,
and scholars to historical collections that exist in digital format."3
Recently, most large university libraries in the United States began
digitizing their rare or unique collections, generally for archival
and preservation purposes." 4 More recent still, companies and
organizations also began digitizing new and old print materials for
consolidation, storage, and easy access online. It is only now, as
technology has improved, that digitization has become practical
and not cost-prohibitive. The most important of these recent
digitization efforts is the Google Book Search Library Project
("Google Library Project").
Begun in late 2004, the Google Library Project plans to include
in its database digital copies of every work in the collections of
several major libraries throughout the world. 5 Google scans the
entire contents of each book, which can be searched via its search
engine." 6 The results of a Google Book Search will return a list of
books that include the queried term within the books' text."7 If a
Sigma V mainframe computer at the University of Illinois. Id. Starting with the
Declaration of Independence, Hart began reproducing texts onto the computer.
Id. The Project today focuses on providing access to public domain or donated
works that are of great interest. Id.
113. See Internet Archive, About IA,
http://www.archive.org/about/about.php (last visited Sept. 25, 2007).
114. See UM Library/Google Digitization Partnership FAQ 2 (Aug. 2005),
http://www.lib.umich.edu/staff/google/public/faq.pdf.
115. Google will begin by scanning and digitizing all eight million of
Stanford University's print volumes, all seven million volumes at the University
of Michigan, a pilot of 40,000 randomly selected books of Harvard University's
1.5 million volumes, a sample of the New York Public Library's twenty million
items, and one million public domain volumes at Oxford's Bodleian Library.
See Deborah Lines Andersen, Benchmarks: The Google Library, 7 J. ASS'N FOR
HIST. & COMPUTING 3 (2004). Recently Google has increased the size of the
project considerably by adding both the Library of Congress and the University
of California as partners. Mokoto Rich, Google Snags Another Library, N.Y.
TIMES, Aug. 9, 2006, at E2. The University of California has 100 libraries on
10 campuses with a collection of 34 million volumes. Id.
116. See Stefanie Olsen, An Open-Source Rival to Google's Book Project,
CNET NEWS.COM, Oct. 26, 2005,
http://news.com.com/an+open+source+rival+to+googles+book+proj ect/2 100-
1025_3-5915690.html.
117. Google, About Google Book Search, http://books.google.com/intl/en
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book is under copyright and the publisher has not granted
permission for more information to be displayed, the search will
yield "snippets" of the book."8 If the book is in the public domain,
a user can browse the full text of the book.' 9
Copyright subsists in more than eighty percent of the materials
in the libraries that comprise the Google Library Project. 2 ' This is
a major impediment to Google's rather ambitious goal of making
the entire text of all the world's books searchable by anyone with a
computer and an internet connection. Present among this eighty
percent are millions of orphan works. Requesting or attempting to
request licenses or permission is impossible in this context:
sloughing through millions of works and requesting permission
title-by-title would generate prohibitive transaction costs.
Google has responded by adopting an "opt-out" defense to their
acknowledged infringement, in which copyright holders have to
notify Google if they do not want their work included in the
project.'2 ' This places the burden on the copyright holders to
prevent use, contrary to the procedural rules of U.S. copyright law.
This policy has generated much controversy among authors and
publishers and has spawned high-profile legal battles.'22 While
/googlebooks/about.html (last visited Sept. 25, 2007).
118. Id.
119. Id.
120. Brian Lavoie et al., Anatomy ofAggregate Collections: The Example of
Google Print for Libraries, D-LIB MAGAZINE, Sept. 2005, available at
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/september05/lavoie/091avoie.html.
121. Google uses the law of the internet to justify this radical (in terms of
flying in the face of conventional copyright law) defense: when search engines
index content, they do not request permission from a copyright holder. To do so
would slow if not halt the expansion of the internet.
122. The Authors Guild, the largest society of published writers in the United
States, filed a lawsuit on September 20, 2005, alleging that Google's scanning
and digitizing of library books constitutes "massive" copyright infringement.
Eleanor Mills, Authors Guild Sues Google Over Library Project,
CNETNEWS.COM, Sept. 20, 2005, http://news.com.com/Authors+Guild+sues
+Google+over+library+project+/2100-1030_3-5875384.html. The Authors
Guild sought damages for each infringement (at the maximum amount of
$150,000 per infringing copy) and asked the court for an injunction prohibiting
the company from scanning copyrighted books without explicit permission. See
Class Action Compl., Author's Guild v. Google Inc., No. 05 CV 8136
(S.D.N.Y. Sept 20, 2005), 2005 WL 2463899.
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Google is the most controversial and currently the most
noteworthy large-scale access user, the problems that it faces are
illustrative of the orphan works problems faced by such users.'23
c. Enthusiast Uses
Enthusiast users are usually hobbyists or experts in a particular
123. The Google Library Project, despite its glitches, embodies noble ideas:
gathering the store of human knowledge in one location so that it can be
searched and accessed by nearly everyone on the planet.
In the world of books, the indefinite extension of copyright
has had a perverse effect. It has created a vast collection of
works that have been abandoned by publishers, a continent of
books left permanently in the dark. In most cases, the original
publisher simply doesn't find it profitable to keep these books
in print. In other cases, the publishing company doesn't know
whether it even owns the work, since author contracts in the
past were not as explicit as they are now. The size of this
abandoned library is shocking: about 75 percent of all books
in the world's libraries are orphaned. Only about 15 percent
of all books are in the public domain. A luckier 10 percent
are still in print. The rest, the bulk of our universal library, is
dark.
Kevin Kelly, Scan This Book!, N.Y. TIMES, May 14, 2006, at 43. What large-
scale access offers is the chance to look backward and modify the cultural
canon-that list of books that English Professors direct that we should read, the
paintings that we should look at, the music we should listen to. While some
works may wholly lack artistic or economic value and may deserve to be
"blacked out" of public consciousness, others may be looked over due to the
proclivities of the era in which they were created. As Stanford University
Professor Lawrence Lessig stated:
[W]hile it is the valuable copyrights-Mickey Mouse and
"Rhapsody in Blue"--that are responsible for [copyright]
terms being extended, the real harm done to society is not that
Mickey Mouse remains Disney's. Forget Mickey Mouse.
Forget Robert Frost. Forget all the works from the 1920s and
1930s that still have commercial value. The real harm is to
the works that are not famous, not commercially exploited,
and no longer available as a result.
Lawrence Lessig, How I Lost the Big One, LEGAL AFFAIRS, Mar./Apr. 2004,
available at http://www.legalaffairs.org/issues/March-April-2004/storyiessig
maraprO4.msp (discussing the author's experience of arguing Eldred v.
Ashcroft before the Supreme Court).
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field.'24 The typical situation involves an individual with an
interest in a particular work, artist, or subject, or an individual with
academic or technical expertise in a specific field. 125 In most
cases, the works at issue are no longer commercially available, and
the enthusiast seeks to republish them on a limited basis for others
who share the same interest or expertise. 26 The subjects about
which these users are enthusiastic are usually of limited interest to
the general public. 127
Examples of enthusiast users include a man interested in
republishing a specialized magazine that had since gone out of
business 128, fans seeking to republish a role-playing game in order
to promote the game to more potential gainers 29, and an individual
seeking to use old journals and magazines with information about
the history of the steel industry in the United States. 3 ° A few
fields of interest recurred with some frequency, including
genealogical records, twentieth century radio productions, and
various software programs. 3'
d. Private Uses
Private uses basically involve use for personal purposes. The
most common situation involves a user who wishes to make a
reproduction of a family photograph, but the original is
unidentifiable, or unlocatable. 3 2 Another problematic area is that
of computer software, where the user owns a copy of a program
124. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 38.
125. Id.
126. Id. at 39.
127. Id. at 38.
128. Comment of Bil Corry at 1, In re Orphan Works, No. 64 (Copyright
Office Mar. 2005), available at http://www.copyright.gov/orphan/comments
/OW0064-Corry.pdf.
129. Comment of Roger Thorm at 1, In re Orphan Works, No. 142
(Copyright Office Feb. 25, 2005), available at http://www.copyright.gov/orphan
/comments/OWO 142-Thorm.pdf.
130. Comment of Anthony Meadow at 1, In re Orphan Works, No. 438
(Copyright Office Mar. 15, 2005), available at http://www.copyright.gov
/orphan /comments/OW0438-Meadow.pdf.
131. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 39.
132. Id.
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that was originally written for a computer or operating system that
is now obsolete.'33 The user, wishing to transfer the software to a
new system, cannot do so legitimately without running afoul of
copyright law or license agreements.'34 In other cases, the original
publisher of the software may be long gone.'35
III. PROPOSED LEGISLATION
Title II of H.R. 6052 was proposed as an amendment to Chapter
Five of the Copyright Act on September 12, 2006. 36 The proposed
legislation adopts the language of the Copyright Office's
Recommended Statutory Language. ' The legislation would allow
users to continue using copyrighted works, provided they perform
a "reasonably diligent search" for the owner of the work in "good
faith" prior to commencement of use.'38 Also, the user must
provide attribution to the author and copyright owner as long as
the copyrighted work is being used.'39 If these two conditions are
met, monetary damages in any suit brought by a reappeared owner
would be limited to "reasonable compensation," or no
compensation at all in cases of noncommercial use and where the
user ceases use upon owner reappearance.'4 ° Injunctive relief is
limited to situations where the user has not incorporated a
"substantial" amount of expression into the derivative work,
provided the user pays reasonable compensation; in all other
situations, the court must account for any reliance interest of the
user that might be harmed by injunctive relief.'4 ' The Copyright
Office recommended that Congress revisit the proposed provisions
and the issue of orphan works again in 2014 to examine the
system's effectiveness. 141
133. Id.
134. Id.
135. Id. at 40.
136. Id. at 93.
137. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 127.
138. Copyright Modernization Act of 2006, H.R. 6052, 109th Cong. § 202
(2006) (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(1)(A)(i)).
139. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(1)(A)(ii)).
140. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(1)).
141. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(2)).
142. Id. § 203.
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A. Requirement of Reasonably Diligent Search
In order to be eligible for the limitations on remedies afforded
by the Orphan Works Act of 2006, users must perform a
"reasonably diligent search" that does not locate the owner of the
copyrighted work.'43 This search must be completed before the
infringing use of the work begins.'" "Locating" the copyright
owner requires identification of an address to which a request for
permission to use the work can be sent.'45
1. Defining Reasonably Diligent Search
The Orphan Works Act adopts general standards for reasonably
diligent searches to be applied by users, copyright owners and the
courts on a case-by-case basis. 4 6 This approach accounts for all of
the circumstances surrounding each particular use, and is flexible
enough to examine the diverse range of works that can be
orphaned. The Act incorporates minimum standards in every case,
explicitly requiring "good faith" and "diligence" in every search."'
These good faith and diligence requirements act as a safeguard
against abuse of the orphan works exception by users who may
conduct superficial searches as a means of exploiting protected
143. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(1)(A)).
144. Id.
145. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 93. The term "locate" has
another problematic dimension in cases where an owner fails to respond to
requests for permission. Authors have the right to say "no" to particular
requests and they also have the right to not respond to requests.
An owner might ignore a permission request for many
legitimate reasons and in many situations: an individual
author might not have the resources to respond to every
request; a large corporate owner might receive thousands of
such requests and it would be unduly burdensome to respond
to all of them; the request may be outlandish, in that it seeks
to use a valuable work for no payment or in a way clearly at
odds with the manner in which the owner is exploiting the
work.
Id.
146. Id. at 98.
147. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(1)(A)(i)).
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works.'48 A reasonably diligent search involves the use of "such
expertise and technology as are reasonably available and
appropriate under the circumstances, and may include, if
reasonable under the circumstances, resources for which a charge
of subscription fee is imposed."'49
The Copyright Office, in its Report on Orphan Works, listed
several factors that should guide any inquiry into whether a search
is reasonable. As Section 514(a)(2)(B)(I) of the Act states, a
search "is 'reasonably diligent' only if it includes such steps that
are reasonable under the circumstances to locate the owner in
order to obtain permission for the use of the work."' 5M The
diversity of orphan works requires an examination of all the
circumstances surrounding the search in order to assess
reasonableness.
a. The amount of identifying information on the copy of the
work itselfi51
This is the most obvious starting point for any reasonable
investigation of a work's ownership status. Information on the
work itself might contain a name of the author, the publisher, or a
copyright notice that could function as an excellent jumping off
point for a reasonable search.'52 Most published books contain at
least the name of the author and publisher, and often contain an
address for the publisher.'53 The user should be expected to follow
these leads in a reasonably diligent attempt to find the current
copyright owner.154
Works of visual art, however, often do not contain this basic
identifying information.'55 Thus, photographs and illustrations
often contain no information about their creators, let alone the
148. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 98.
149. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(2)(B)(iii)).
150. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(2)(B)(i)(I)).
151. These factors are identified by the Copyright Office in its Report on
Orphan Works.
152. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 98.
153. Id.
154. Id.
155. Id.
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copyright owner.56 In such cases, the requirements for what
constitutes a reasonable search are substantially reduced, as the
user probably has no idea where to look for an owner.
b. Whether the work had been made available to the public
Works that are published usually contain some form of
identifying information that the user must investigate.'57 The fact
that a work is published indicates that the author and publisher
intended, at least at one point, to commercially exploit the work.'58
This raises the stakes for users of published works, requiring them
to be more "diligent" in their search for owners. At the very least,
users in this context are expected to do more to find the owner of
these works than for works that have not been published and are
lacking identifying information.'59 However, where users can
reasonably conclude that the author of an unpublished work is
living, there is an enhanced duty to locate the owner, given the
privacy interests at stake.'60
c. The age of the work
It is usually the case that the older the work is, the more difficult
it is to find the copyright owner. Older works are likely to contain
identifying information that may no longer be correct or relevant,
such as an out-of-business publishing house or portrait studio.'
61
Having no direction to begin the search, the age of the work can
156. Id.
157. Id. at 100.
158. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 93.
159. Id.
160. Id. at 102. This rule should only apply to unpublished works owned by
natural person authors, and not to
corporate authors under work made for hire arrangements. Corporate authors do
not have privacy
interests, and are otherwise more likely to take steps to be locatable for
reasonably diligent users. Id.; see also Salinger v. Random House, Inc., 811
F.2d 90 (2d Cir. 1987) (holding that that a literary biographer of reclusive author
J.D. Salinger was not permitted to quote from a selection of Salinger's
unpublished letters and drafts).
161. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 102.
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reduce the burden of the reasonable search.
d. Whether information about the work can be found in
publicly available records
The Copyright records are the most prominent publicly available
records of copyright ownership-any reasonable search should
include a review of these records.'62 Also, there are several non-
governmental resources with author and ownership information
that would aid in any reasonable search.'63 ASCAP and BMI are
the primary sources for musical works, SoundExchange is a source
for information about sound recordings, and the Authors Registry
provides author contact information."6  Any reasonable search
would likely involve consulting these registries and organizations
about the orphan work at issue. The baseline requirement for any
reasonably diligent search is "a review of the information
maintained by the Register of Copyrights."' 65
e. Whether the author is still alive, or the corporate
copyright owner still exists, and whether a record of any
transfer of the copyright exists and is available to the user
Copyright is treated as personal property.' Tracing the transfer
of title in these situations can be extraordinarily difficult where
authors die intestate, where it was not specified how the copyright
is to be devised to heirs, or where bankruptcy proceedings fail to
mention how copyright assets are distributed.'67 The reduction and
elimination of formalities resulting from recent shifts in United
States copyright law means that users often do not have access to
the documents indicating who currently owns the copyright in the
162. Id. at 103. The Copyright Office has commissioned a feasibility study
for digitizing these records and posting them online; but, the Office already has
a research staff that will research the paper records for a fee, and private search
firms will also engage in fee-based searches. Id.; see also H.R. 6052, 109th
Cong. § 202 (2006) (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(2)(B)(ii)-(iii)).
163. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 103.
164. Id.
165. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(2)(B)(ii)).
166. 17 U.S.C. § 201(d) (2006).
167. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 106.
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work."'68 In order to perform a reasonable search, users should
contact all parties that might have information leading to location
of the owner, even if these individuals are not likely to be owners
of the copyrighted work.
69
f The nature and extent of the use
If an orphan work plays a prominent role in the user's creation,
more effort to find the owner should be required. 7 More effort
should also be required where the use is commercial as opposed to
non-commercial.17' Also, the more broadly the work is
disseminated, the more effort to locate the owner should be
required, even where the user is a non-commercial entity.17 1
2. Reasonable Search Criteria
One of the most important components of the Orphan Works
Act is its lack of formal criteria in establishing what constitutes a
reasonable search.' This determination is left ultimately up to
courts. Concerns about developing such binding criteria stem
mostly from the fact that such criteria would mostly likely be
incomplete and outdated quickly, as new technologies and
information sources develop.'74 However, there is a section of the
legislation titled "INFORMATION TO GUIDE SEARCHES" that
does stipulate affirmative measures that the Register of Copyrights
will take to establish guidelines that will aid individuals in
assessing what constitutes a reasonably diligent search. 75
168. See Berne Convention Implementation Act, Pub. L. No 100-568, 102
Stat. 2853 (1988).
169. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 107.
170. Id.
171. Id.
172. Id.
173. Id. at 109.
174. Id.
175. The proposed amendment to section 514(a)(2)(C) provides:
(C) INFORMATION TO GUIDE SEARCHES- The Register
of Copyrights shall receive, maintain, and make available to
the public, including through the Internet, information from
authoritative sources, such as industry guidelines, statements
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Pursuant to the legislation, the Office will make available the
records of the Copyright Office relevant to identifying and locating
copyright owners, sources of reasonably available technology tools
and reasonably available expert assistance, and best practices
documenting a reasonably diligent search.'76 The Copyright Office
has released materials on the best methods available to users who
wish to search for the copyright status of a particular work,
providing helpful guidelines for conducting a productive search.'
77
B. Requirement of Attribution
Another condition that must be met in order to qualify a user for
the orphan works exception is that "the infringing use of the work
provid[e] attribution, in a manner reasonable under the
circumstances, to the author and owner of the copyright, if known
within a reasonable degree of certainty based on information
obtained in performing the reasonable search."' 78 In the course of
using a work for which they have not received explicit permission,
users should make it clear to the public that the work was
produced by another author, and that the copyright in the work is
of best practices, and other relevant documents, that is
designed to assist users in conducting and documenting a
reasonably diligent search under this subsection. Such
information may include--
(i) the records of the Copyright Office that are
relevant to identifying and locating copyright
owners;
(ii) other sources of copyright ownership information
reasonably available to users;
(iii) methods to identify copyright ownership
information associated with a work;
(iv) sources of reasonably available technology tools
and reasonably available expert assistance; and
(v) best practices for documenting a reasonably
diligent search.
H.R. 6052, 109th Cong. § 202 (2006) (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(2)(C)).
176. Id. § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514 (a)(C)(i)-(v)).
177. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, CIRCULAR 22: HOW TO INVESTIGATE THE
COPYRIGHT STATUS OF A WORK (2006) available at http://www.copyright.gov
/circs/circ22.html.
178. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(1)(B)).
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owned by another. "9 The Copyright Office found that there were
several reasons for instituting a requirement of attribution.
1. Notice
The requirement of attribution provides notice to authors and
copyright owners that their works are being used. 8' Notified
owners and authors would presumably be able to contact users in
order to work an agreement about use of the work in the form of
permissions or licensing. 8' Attribution, in this way, functions not
only as a moral right but as a tool facilitating marketplace
transactions.'82 By helping to bring owners and users together in
order to arrive at a voluntary agreement about the use of the work,
the requirement of attribution aids in solving the orphan works
problem. '83
2. Protection ofAuthors
Attribution is crucially important to copyright owners and
particularly individual authors. Creative Commons'84  has
published information stating that for those authors who adopt one
of the many forms of Creative Commons licenses, about ninety-
four percent opt for a license requiring some form of attribution.'85
179. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 110.
180. Id. at 111.
181. Id.
182. Id.
183. Id.
184. In its mission statement, Creative Commons describes itself as:
[A section] 501(c)(3) nonprofit based in San Francisco, offers
from its website to the general public a set of technical and
legal tools, free of charge, that empower creators to signal
how they want their works used beyond the one-size-fits-all
rules built into current copyright law, and enable users to find
works where the creator has signaled that certain uses are
permitted.
Comment of Save the Music/Creative Commons at 8, In re Orphan Works, No.
643 (Copyright Office Mar. 25, 2005), available at http://www.copyright.gov
/orphan/comments/OW0643STMCreativeCommons.pdf.
185. See Br. for Creative Commons as Amicus Curiae in Supp. of Resp'ts at
27, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 545 U.S. 913 (2005)
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The Copyright Office found that in many cases, authors are willing
to allow royalty-free use of their works on the condition that the
user provides proper attribution, so as to preserve the author's
interest in the work. 
186
3. Requirement not Unreasonably Burdensome
The 'reasonably diligent search requirement' yields much of the
information needed to provide adequate attribution."' v Users who
have completed reasonably diligent searches have discovered
enough information to provide attribution "in a manner reasonable
under the circumstances."' 8 Museums and libraries provide this
type of information about the works within their collections in
order to provide the public with the historical context for their
materials.'89  If attributive information is obtained from the
requisite search, it does not impose an unreasonable burden for the
user to provide this information.
Orphan works, by definition, present difficult attribution issues.
Many orphan works are untitled and unattributed, where even the
identity of the author cannot be determined. 9 As such, the
legislation requires only that the attribution be reasonable under
the circumstances. 9 Any more stringent requirement presents yet
another unnecessary obstacle for users of orphan works.
C. Limitation on Remedies
If users can meet the burden of showing that they have
performed a reasonably diligent search and provided reasonable
attribution to the author and copyright owner, the Orphan Works
Act limits the remedies available in any infringement action
(No. 04-480), available at http://www.copyright.gov/docs/mgm/creative-
commons.pdf.
186. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 111.
187. Id.
188. H.R. 6052, 109th Cong. § 202 (2006) (amending 17 U.S.C. §
514(a)(1)(B)).
189. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 111.
190. Id. at 112.
191. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(1)(B)).
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against the user.'92 The limitations cover both monetary and
injunctive relief. Monetary relief is limited to only "reasonable
compensation for the use of the infringed work" "' where the use is
noncommercial and the user ceases infringement promptly upon
notice.'94 Injunctive relief is limited so as to minimize the harm to
users that comply with the requirements set forth in the section
describing "Conditions for Eligibility" in order to promote
compliance with the legislation.195 Injunctive relief is also limited
in cases where an infringed work is transformed, adapted, or
integrated into a new work's original expression.196 This limitation
preserves the user's ability to continue to exploit that derivative
work. 197
1. Limitations on Monetary Relief
The principal concern for users is the prospect of an
infringement claim that could carry with it a large monetary
award.' 98 The possibility of substantial monetary damages in the
form of statutory damages significantly deters users wishing to
make use of an orphan work. 99 Monetary relief is therefore
limited to only "reasonable compensation."200
"Reasonable compensation" represents the amount the user
would have paid to the owner had they engaged in negotiations
prior to the infringing use.2"' Reasonable compensation is
equivalent to the amount that a reasonable willing buyer and a
reasonable interested seller would have agreed to at the time the
192. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 115.
193. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(1)(A)).
194. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 115.
195. Id.
196. H.R. 6052 § 202 (ameding 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(2)(B)).
197. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 115.
198. Id. The prospect of large monetary awards in the form of statutory
damages or attorneys' fees is extremely low, as the work must have been
registered prior to the infringement in order for these remedies to be available.
17 U.S.C. § 412 (2006). A reasonably diligent search is likely to locate any
registered work.
199. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 115.
200. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(l)(A)).
201. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 116.
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infringing use commenced." 2 This amount is based predominantly
on evidence of comparable marketplace transactions." 3 The
copyright owner bears the burden of proving that the work's fair
market value, and the value must not be based merely on "undue
speculation."2" This requires evidence that the owners or similarly
situated owners have previously licensed uses for similar
amounts.0 . 206
Monetary relief is not available where the "infringement is
performed without any purpose of direct or indirect commercial
advantage and primarily for a charitable, religious, scholarly, or
educational purpose, ' and "the infringer ceases the infringement
expeditiously after receiving notice of the claim for
infringement. '"2 8 In these cases, monetary relief is not available.
This exception to the rule of "reasonable compensation" functions
so as to assuage the fears of nonprofit institutions such as libraries
and museums, which utilize orphan works on a mass scale.
Monetary relief, even when limited drastically, can have an
enormous impact on institutions that wish to use hundreds or even
thousands of orphan works. Even a minimal monetary award
might prevent these institutions from making these works available
to the public. This section of the proposed legislation is designed
to alleviate any chilling effects that even limited monetary awards
might cause.
2. Limitations on Injunctive Relief
Injunctive relief for infringement of an orphan work is limited in
two ways. The "General Rule" is that full injunctive relief may be
available provided that the user's reliance interest arising from
202. Davis v. The Gap, Inc. 246 F.3d 152, 164 (2d Cir. 2001).
203. Id.
204. Id. at 166.
205. Id. at 161 (holding that a jury could reasonably find that fifty dollar was
a fair market value for a licensing fee, rather than the $2.5 million dollars
requested).
206. The analysis used in Davis v. The Gap, Inc. to determine reasonable
compensation is neatly summarized in the proposed legislation. See H.R. 6052,
109th Cong. § 202 (2006) (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(3)).
207. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(1)(B)(i)(I)).
208. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(1)(B)(i)(II)).
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compliance with the Orphan Works Act is accommodated.2 9 This
provision acts as an incentive for users to comply with the
requirements established in subsection (a) of the legislation.2 " The
other limitation on injunctive relief formulates a "special rule for
new works. ' 21' Where an orphan work is incorporated into a
derivative work that includes the user's own substantial
expression, injunctive relief will not be available to restrain the
infringer's continued preparation or use of that new derivative
work, provided the infringer pays reasonable compensation 12 for
use of the work and provides attribution to the owner of the
infringed copyright "in a manner that the court determines is
reasonable under the circumstances. 21 3
In order to qualify for the "special rule for new works," the
author must "recast, transform, adapt, or integrate" the infringed
work with the new work's expression. 2 4 This statutory language is
intended to exclude situations where the work is put in a collection
of other works, such as an electronic database." 5 An example of
this would be an adaptation of a novel into a motion picture or
using a photograph as part of a historical work. 6 In these
instances, the user's reliance interest is greater. The user has
benefited the public by contributing enough new and original
expression to merit substantial exemption from injunctive relief 217
D. Final Considerations
Two administrative provisions finalize the proposed legislation.
A "savings clause" clarifies that the section "does not affect any
right, limitation, or defense" contained elsewhere in the Copyright
Act.2"' This provision is consistent with the structural approach of
209. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(2)(A)).
210. These requirements, discussed above, include conducting a "reasonably
diligent search" and providing "attribution" to the author or copyright owner,
211. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(2)(B)).
212. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(2)(B)(i)-(ii)).
213. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(2)(B)(iii)).
214. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(2)(B)).
215. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 120.
216. Id.
217. Id.
218. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(c)).
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placing the provision in the remedies chapter.2"9 Also included is a
"sunset provision" stipulating that the Register of Copyrights will
examine how well the orphan works provision is working in
practice.22° Should the Act pass, this review will occur ten years
after the orphan works legislation goes into effect.
IV. ANALYSIS
A. Application of the Proposed Orphan Works Legislation22
In all cases, the proposed orphan works legislation is designed to
elicit and encourage negotiation and settlement between users and
emergent owners.2 By bringing the respective parties together,
the legislation facilitates the use of otherwise unusable copyrighted
material by creating market solutions to the problem. Allowing
both commercial and noncommercial users to produce marketable
goods using formerly dormant orphan works promotes both the
progress of knowledge2.3 and the most efficient utilization of
orphan works.
1. Subsequent Creators
Subsequent creators transform or adopt orphan works to create
derivative works.224 Examples include a filmmaker who modifies
an old screenplay to make a new film, an author who uses a
manuscript to write a novel, or a songwriter who uses a poem as
lyrics to a newly composed song.22 These types of uses are
typically commercial in nature.
Under the proposed legislation, subsequent users can legally
proceed with use of orphan works if they perform a reasonably
219. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 121.
220. 17 U.S.C. § 203 (2006).
221. See supra notes 90-135 and accompanying text (describing the four
categories of productive uses of orphan works).
222. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 124.
223. Satisfying the constitutional mandate of the Copyright Clause. See U.S.
CONST. art. I, § 8.
224. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 124.
225. Id.
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diligent search for and provide proper attribution to the author and
owner of the work (if known).226 The user should be prepared to
pay reasonable compensation should the owner become known
and sue for infringement. 21' These uses are commercial in nature,
so they do not qualify for the elimination of monetary relief for
noncommercial uses.228 If the owner arises at an inopportune time,
when the user has developed a substantial reliance interest in the
orphan work (in the middle of a film shoot, for example), users can
continue work on the project provided they pay reasonable
compensation and adequately attribute the work to the proper
author and owner.229 Users would need permission from owners if
they wanted to make additional derivative works, negotiating a
mutually satisfactory bargain for such use.230
2. Large-Scale Access Users
Large-scale access users are typically libraries, archives, or
museums that seek to catalog and preserve a large number of
works in order to make them available to the public through web
sites or exhibitions.' These users' collections contain large
numbers of unpublished works obtained from private individual
donations.232 Uses that go beyond statutory exemptions such as
fair use require the user to perform a reasonably diligent search for
and provide appropriate attribution to the owner of the copyrighted
work.233 This search is aided by the fact that the user, in
accordance with its own mission, has most likely already
researched various aspects of the work including the authorship
and historical context of the work.3  Once the users have
226. Id.; see also H.R. 6052, 109th Cong. § 202 (2006) (amending 17 U.S.C.
§ 514(a)).
227. See H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(1)(A), (b)(3)
(defining "reasonable compensation")).
228. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(1)(B)(i)(I)).
229. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(i)-(iii)).
230. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 124.
231. Id. at 122.
232. Id.
233. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)).
234. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 122. Consider the mission
statement of the Art Institute of Chicago:
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performed a reasonably diligent search for the owner, use can
commence as long as they provide attribution to the author, if
possible.235 As a matter of policy, users should document all steps
taken to locate the owner and their attribution to the author of the
orphan work in order to demonstrate that they have met the criteria
for limiting remedies.236 This information would function as
evidence that a reasonably diligent search has taken place in the
event of any infringement litigation."7
In the event that an owner emerges and brings an infringement
action, users have many options. The proposed orphan works
legislation adds yet another element of protection in the Copyright
Act for large-scale access users. The noncommercial nature of the
use, typical in most cases, allows the user to assert any limitation
or exemption from copyright, such as fair use, that may apply. 38
Users can also produce evidence that a reasonable search and
proper attribution has taken place, making the use eligible for the
limitation in remedies proposed by the orphan works legislation.239
Monetary relief is not available for noncommercial uses if the user
ceases infringement in a timely manner, such as by removing the
material from a website.240 Because the infringing use has ceased,
injunctive relief is irrelevant. If users have produced and made
available a derivative work that substantially relies on the orphan
work, then they can continue the infringing use provided that they
pay reasonable compensation to the owner.24" ' There are no
To form, conserve, research, publish, and exhibit a permanent
collection of objects of art of all kinds; to present temporary
exhibitions that include loaned objects of art of all kinds; and
to cultivate and extend the arts by appropriate means. To
establish and conduct comprehensive programs of education,
including presentation of visual artists, teachers of art, and
designers; to provide educational services in written, spoken,
and media formats ....
The Art Institute of Chicago, Mission, http://www.artic.edu/aic/aboutus
/mission.html (last visited Sept. 25, 2007).
235. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 123.
236. Id.
237. Id.
238. Id.
239. H.R. 6052, 109th Cong. § 202 (2006) (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)).
240. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(1)(B)(i)(I)).
241. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(1)(A)).
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situations in which large-scale users would face statutory damages
or attorneys' fees.242
3. Enthusiast Users
Enthusiast users are typically individuals who wish to make use
of works that relate to their area of interest.2 43  This use often
involves making the materials available to other enthusiasts and
the public through the Internet. 244  Like large-scale users,
enthusiast users must perform a reasonably diligent search and
provide proper attribution to the work's author.245 Users, through
their acquired expertise, are in a good position to find the owner of
the work.246
Once these requirements to qualify for the limitation on
remedies have been met, users may use the work provided that
they cease use upon any infringement claim. Provided that users
have not made any commercial use of the work, this cessation of
use will ensure that monetary relief is not an option for any
claimant.247 As with other uses, the owner may wish to allow use
of the work in order to increase the work's exposure to the public.
Such public awareness could renew economic interest in orphaned
works, leading to increased revenues or republication of out-of-
print materials. This economic incentive would likely draw
owners and authors out of the woodwork in order to claim
neglected works.
4. Private Users
Private use in the orphan works context most often involves the
242. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 123.
243. Id. at 124.
244. Id.; see also Comment of Rodger Thorm, supra note 129, at 1. Mr.
Thorm, a role-playing game enthusiast, hosts a website devoted to preserving
and maintaining a community of players. Id. The use is noncommercial, but
includes posting of the rules and other copyrighted materials. Id. The game,
owned by Hasbro through a series of corporate acquisitions, is out of print and
of questionable economic value. Id.
245. H.R. 6052, 109th Cong. § 202 (2006) (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514 (a)).
246. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 124.
247. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(1)(B)(i)(I)).
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reproduction old family photographs where the studio or
photographer is unavailable.248 As in any other situation, users
should try to find the original photographer and copyright owner.
If this reasonably diligent search fails, then the user can reproduce
the work with the protection of the proposed legislation.
The likelihood that the copyright owner will surface in private
use situations is extremely unlikely.249  Discovery of the
infringement is unlikely because the infringing copies are
disseminated among a limited group of individuals and generally
not made available to the public. Also, the amount of damages
involved in these cases is likely very small-the cost of litigation
would far outweigh any monetary recovery even if full monetary
damages were available.25 If a copyright owner resurfaces to
make an infringement claim, private users would be protected
from monetary liability for any noncommercial use.25'
B. Potential problems with Proposed Legislation
1. Uncertainty
Perhaps the principal ill that any orphan works solution proposes
to cure is user uncertainty. The possibility, though at times
remote, of substantial monetary liability from infringement claims
chills creativity, stifling expression and the promotion of
knowledge. 52 There is some question as to whether this proposed
legislation adequately alleviates the uncertainty that faces users.
Due to the diversity of orphan works issues, the legislation
adopts a case-by-case approach to the problem. This approach
adopts the language of "reasonableness," leaving much to the
individual courts' discretion. The user must perform a "reasonably
diligent search" for the work's owner or author and must provide
248. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 125.
249. Id.
250. Id.
251. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(1)(B)(i)(I)). The vast
majority of private uses are noncommercial in nature.
252. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8.
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"reasonable compensation" for such use.253 The problem arises in
judges' interpretation of what constitutes "reasonableness" in
either case.
The proposed legislation somewhat ineffectively defines a
"reasonably diligent" search as a search .that "includes such steps
that are reasonable under the circumstances to locate the owner. "254
These steps include, at a minimum, a search through the
information maintained by the Register of Copyrights for any
ownership information. 255  Beyond this, searches are to employ
"such expertise and technology as are reasonably available and
appropriate under the circumstances" including "resources for
which a charge or subscription fee is imposed." '256 In an attempt to
point the user in the right direction, the proposed legislation
provides "information to guide searches" to be provided and
updated by the Register of Copyrights periodically, including best
practices for conducting a reasonably diligent search. 7
While the legislation creates a degree of certainty for
noncommercial users by eliminating monetary relief and severely
limiting injunctive relief, uncertainty still exists for commercial
users. The heterogeneity of these individual users makes any
solution to the orphan works problem difficult. Individual users
vary greatly in terms of resources and in how thorough and
therefore costly a search can be in order to be considered
"reasonable." The line that judges must draw in evaluating each
case is determining whether a search is extensive enough to be
considered "reasonably diligent" or if the user is abusing the
legislation as an end run around copyright law. Until the
Copyright Office releases more information guiding effective
253. H.R. 6052 § 202 (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(1)(A), (b)(1)(A)).
254. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(2)(B)(I)).
255. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(2)(B)(ii)).
256. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(2)(B)(iii)).
257. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(a)(2)(C)(i)-(v)). This phrase "best
practices" is purposefully vague. Pursuant to the legislation, the Copyright
Office has a duty to release materials periodically that aid users in effecting
successful searches. As technology advances, the "best practices" in searching
for copyright owners advance. The Copyright Office and Congress seem to
leave open the possibility of future improvements in the Copyright Registry,
such as making the database more easily searchable via digitization and search
engine technology.
20061
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searches and a pattern of caselaw emerges, judges must evaluate
each situation using a negligence model: examining the search in
terms of the totality of all the circumstances. In any case, there
will be a period of uncertainty during which the courts will
establish precedents carving out the contours of what exactly
constitutes a "reasonably diligent" search. 58
2. Search Costs
Finding the copyright owner of a particular work amongst the
seemingly endless array of copyrighted works is difficult. Works
are protected from the moment of fixation under the Copyright Act
of 1976, vastly increasing the landscape of copyrighted materials.
Whether looking for a digital work drifting among the various
modes of digital access or dusting off boxes of neglected works in
archive basements, searches are difficult, expensive, and often
fruitless.259
Search costs are currently so high that many users forgo using
orphan works in order to avoid the process.2 61 Moreover, databases
can provide inaccurate or conflicting information, or may be too
remote to make use of, rendering them practically inaccessible for
some users. For Copyright Office records that are not available
online, many users cannot afford the expense of traveling to
Washington, D.C. to access records, or paying the Office or a
private firm to conduct the search.26' This problem has been
aggravated by the fact that the Copyright Office, a primary
resource for information about copyright ownership, recently
doubled the cost of its search fees from $75 to $150 per hour.2 62 263
258. Reply Comment of Save the Music/Creative Commons at 16, In re
Orphan Works, No. 114 (Copyright Office May 9, 2005), available at
http://www.copyright.gov/orphan/comments/reply/OWR011 4-STM-
CreativeCommons.pdf. Consider the affirmative defense of "fair use," whose
honeymoon period of uncertainty has dragged on for decades with no end in
sight.
259. Comment of Eric Ristau, supra note 6, at 1; see also DUKE CTR. FOR
THE STUDY OF THE PUB. DOMAIN, supra note 3, at 4.
260. DUKE CTR. FOR THE STUDY OF THE PUB. DOMAIN, supra note 3, at 4.
261. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 3.
262. U.S. Copyright Office, Current Fees,http://www.copyright.gov
/docs/fees.html (last visited Sept. 25, 2007). Photographers and other visual
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Private firms offer similar searches of the Copyright Office records
that are comparable in cost. Searchers must often consult other
general kinds of public records when tracking down the copyright
owner, such as estate records. The availability and accuracy of
these kinds of information resources varies drastically amongst
jurisdictions."6 Other information sources include databases
formed and maintained by industry groups, such as ASCAP.
While these lists are effective at reducing orphan works situations
(this is arguably their reason for being), they are not completely
effective.265
Even though search costs are prohibitively expensive for many
users, the absence of information about a specific work in these
records does not necessarily mean that the work is unprotected due
to the large number of unregistered works. Unproductive and
artists objected to this increase on the grounds that it would negatively impact
policies with respect to orphan works. The Copyright Office explained:
The current $75 rate covers only a relatively small fraction of
the actual cost of conducting the searches; and even by
doubling the fee to $150, the Office will not recover a
substantial portion of the costs of this service. While the
increase may result in fewer search requests.. .the service
primarily benefits those who seek it and they should bear the
brunt of the costs.
71 Fed. Reg. 30189, 31090 (June 1, 2006) (codified at 37 C.F.R. pt. 201),
available at http://www.copyright.gov/fedreg/2006/71 fr31089.html.
263. From 1891 to 1982 the Copyright Office published the Catalog of
Copyright Entries (CCE), which listed all registrations made during a particular
period of time. U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, supra note 12, at 29. After 1982, the
CCE was discontinued, and all registrations from 1978 to the present are
recorded in an automated catalog. Id.
264. Id. at 32. This problem is aggravated by the increased use of trusts in
estate planning, which are often used as a way to preserve individual privacy in
transfers of wealth at death. Without the probate of wills, there is no court
record of any title transfer.
265. While these databases reduce the number of orphan works situations
within a particular industry group, they do not alleviate the situation with other
types of media. The lucrative music industry, for example, is comparatively
vigilant in maintaining such lists. The not-so-lucrative book publishing industry
is not so vigilant. Added to this difficulty is the fact that copyright ownership
vests upon the original work's fixation in a tangible form. Thousands of
copyrighted works are presumably not registered and no record of their
ownership exists anywhere.
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costly searches are deadweight losses that cannot be tolerated by
most if not all users, and should not be tolerated by any efficient
copyright system.
The problem arises, once again, with user uncertainty. Some
users, such as movie studios, can afford extensive and expensive
searches. A filmmaker producing a low-budget documentary for
commercial purposes probably cannot. The legislation uses the
language of "reasonableness" as a solution, implying that the
evaluating judge will take all surrounding factors into
consideration in deeming when users have searched, attributed,
and compensated owners of orphan works. Certainly, the financial
capacity of users to conduct a search should inform any decision
on how extensive an adequate search should be. As with any legal
regime according latitude to deciding justices, risks lie in the
proclivities of these individuals. Users are uncertain whether
courts will excuse ineffective searches as "reasonably diligent" or
simply as infringement stemming from an insufficient effort to
locate owners.266
3. Abuse
The research that the Copyright Office conducted on orphan
works yielded countless user anecdotes relating orphan works
difficulties. The Office's efforts were completed in large part to
determine whether the orphan works problem is egregious enough
to warrant legislation. A large portion of resistance to orphan
works legislation heretofore has come from photographers, visual
artists, and individual authors. The general consensus of these
creators is that legislation should not be founded on anecdotes.
Their fear is that any limitation on remedies with regard to orphan
works will allow wholesale infringement of their works,
eliminating the capacity of such works to generate income.
Visual artists, as a group, are suspicious of orphan works
legislation due to the nature of their works. Visual works are
266. "There are an awful lot of submissions that say, 'It's a pain in the butt to
clear rights.' That doesn't make a work an orphan work. Both internationally
and domestically, you don't want this to be used as an excuse to screw
individual authors." Carlson, supra note 7, at 36 (quoting Jane C. Ginsburg,
Professor of Law, Colum. Univ.).
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extremely difficult to register in any system of copyright that does
not employ a visual registry system. It is not hard to see why this
might be the case-it is difficult to effectively register a textile
pattern or photograph without the aid of the pattern or photograph
itself.267 The reality that many visual works are so drastically
separated from their authors effects whether one's efforts are
diligent enough to limit remedies. A work, such as a photograph,
lacking ownership information contains so little information that
any form of meaningful search may be impossible. As no
effective search is possible, these creators fear that the reasonable
search requirement may be eliminated for visual works. Beyond
this, the threat of bad faith always exists.
Another group opposing orphan works legislation is that
representing individual authors and artists. These groups point out
that the majority of these creators have insufficient funds to make
their works known to potential users, leading to quasi-sanctioned
infringement of their work.
C. Alternative Solutions to the Orphan Works Problem
1. The Canadian Model
The Canadian Copyright Board ("the Board") is an economic
regulatory body that establishes the royalties to be paid for the use
of copyrighted works. 68 Canadian law stipulates that if the Board
is satisfied that a user has made reasonable efforts to locate the
owner of a copyright and the owner cannot be located, it may issue
a non-exclusive license authorizing use.269 Article 77 of the
Copyright Act describes how the Board may intervene through a
267. Imagine the difficulty of registering a visual work using only words.
For example, try Picasso's Guernica: "Guernica is a black and white oil
painting commenting on the horrors of the Spanish Civil War. It was first
displayed at the 1937 World's Fair in Paris." An image would function much
better.
268. Copyright Bd. of Can., Unlocatable Copyright Owners Brochure,
http://www.cb-cda.gc.ca/unlocatable/brochure-e.html (last visited Sept. 25,
2007).
269. Id.
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compulsory licensing scheme."'
The royalty fees collected from these licenses are held in a fund
from which the copyright owner, if he or she emerges to make a
claim, can be paid.27' The Board stipulates, however, that "the
payment of the royalties fixed by the license be made directly to a
copyright collective society that would normally represent the
unlocatable copyright owner." ' The collective societies will pay
copyright owners that make a claim up to five years after the
270. Section 77 of the Canadian Copyright Act provides:
(1) Where, on application to the Board by a person who
wishes to obtain a licence to use
(a) a published work,
(b) a fixation of a performer's performance,
(c) a published sound recording, or
(d) a fixation of a communication signal
in which copyright subsists, the Board is satisfied that the
applicant has made reasonable efforts to locate the owner of
the copyright and that the owner cannot be located, the Board
may issue to the applicant a licence...
(2) A licence issued under subsection (1) is non-exclusive and
is subject to such terms and conditions as the Board may
establish.
(3) The owner of a copyright may, not later than five years
after the expiration of a licence issued pursuant to subsection
(1) in respect of the copyright, collect the royalties fixed in the
licence or, in default of their payment, commence an action to
recover them in a court of competent jurisdiction.
Copyright Act, R.S.C., ch. C-42, § 77 (1985) (Can.), available at
http://www.cb-cda.gc.ca/info/act-e.html.
271. Id.
272. Copyright Bd. of Can., supra note 268. "Collective societies" are much
like performing rights societies such as BMI and ASCAP:
"A collective society is an organization that administers the
rights of several copyright owners. It can grant permission to
use their works and set the conditions for that use. Collective
administration is widespread in Canada, particularly for music
performance rights, reprography rights and mechanical
reproduction rights. Some collective societies are affiliated
with foreign societies; this allows them to represent foreign
copyright owners as well."
Copyright Bd. of Can., Copyright Collective Societies, http://www.cb-
cda.gc.ca/societies/index-e.html (last visited Sept. 25, 2007). This site also
contains a detailed list of the existent collective societies.
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expiration of the license.273 If no copyright owner comes forward
to collect, "the Board allows the copyright collective society to
dispose of the royalties as it sees fit for the general benefit of its
members." '74
Though the Canadian system effectively shields users from
infringement suits, it has not been entirely successful on the
whole. 275  The fees act as a tax on the creative users of orphan
works, benefiting collective society members who have created
nothing related to the orphan work and have done nothing to
deserve such a windfall. The system applies only to published
works, and users must file a petition with a government agency for
every work they intend to use. Users must gather all paperwork
collected during their reasonable search in order to obtain a finding
of reasonableness in front of an administrative panel.276 The
burden and difficulty users face in performing this task has
severely limited the number of users willing to file for a license-
the Canadian system has issued only 211 licenses since 1985.277
2. Proposal of Creative Commons
Creative Commons, a group whose leading voice is Stanford
professor Lawrence Lessig, propose the reinstitution of some
formalities eliminated by the 1976 Act. The proposal calls for
mandatory registration of copyrighted works after an initial
twenty-five years of protection followed by another renewal
requirement after the first fifty years of protection.278 There is an
exception for computer software, which must be registered within
five years due to the shorter economic life of such works.279
Works that are not registered or renewed are designated as orphan
works and are useable without prior permission provided that the
273. Copyright Act, R.S.C., ch. C-42, § 77 (1985) (Can.).
274. Id.
275. Huang, supra note 24, at 280.
276. Copyright Act, R.S.C., ch. C-42, § 70.11 (1985) (Can.).
277. See Copyright Bd. of Can., Licenses Issued, http://www.cb-
cda.gc.ca/unlocatable/licences-e.html (last visited Sept. 25, 2007). By any
standard of creativity, this is an extremely low number.
278. Comment of Save the Music/Creative Commons, supra note 184, at 16-
18.
279. Id. at 16.
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user pays the default licensing fee into an "orphan fund."28
Owners who discover uses of their work can claim any payments
submitted to the orphan fund for the use of their work."'
There are three major problems with this proposal. First,
Creative Commons proposes that this solution "eliminates the need
for judges to set standards case-by-case for a reasonable search
and eliminates uncertainty for users." '282 This is not necessarily the
case: for unpublished works, for which the scheme creates special
rules, users must perform a series of steps in order to use a work.283
Problems arise in cases where the author has died or is unknown.
Where the author has died, users can use the work provided they
post intent to use. Users must post their intent to use on a "Claim
Your Orphan" website for six months, along with a description or
an image, sound, or video clip sufficient to permit owners to
recognize their work.284 If the author is unknown, which is often
the case in orphan works situations, users may assume that death
occurs seventy-five years after creation. However, the date of
creation is not always clear. Whether the user has carried out a
sufficiently reasonable search in good faith to find the date of
death and date of creation is ultimately left up to judges to decide
on a case-by-case basis.
Second, this proposal arguably runs afoul of the Berne
Convention, which guarantees the full enjoyment and exercise of
exclusive rights for a full term of at least life of the author plus
fifty years.285 Conditioning the enjoyment of these rights on
registration would violate Beme's prohibition on formalities.286
Third, the solution is ineffective and inefficient. The solution is
ineffective in that it does not solve the problem of works orphaned
before their twenty-five years renewal period. The solution is
inefficient in that many orphan works are part of the public
domain, and the requirement that users pay into an orphan fund in
order to use these works is unfair and wasteful. Because users
280. Id. at 17.
281. Id. at 17.
282. Id. at 15.
283. Id. at 19.
284. Comment of Save the Music/Creative Commons, supra note 184, at 19.
285. Berne Convention, supra note 36, arts. 7(1), 9(1).
286. Id. art. 5(2).
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cannot find the owners, and because owners have no legitimate
reason to protect their rights in the work, the money will sit in the
fund with no chance that any party will claim it. Also, it is
unlikely that rightsholders of copyrighted works will step forward
to make claims from the fund. This situation is modeled after the
scheme for state unclaimed property funds, which currently hold
over thirty billion dollars in idle assets.287
3. The Museum Model
The J. Paul Getty Trust, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and
the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation [the museums] propose a
"safe harbor" of five years after the use of an orphan work has
commenced, beyond which point the owner of a work would not
receive payment, although he or she could negotiate for its
continued use.288 The museums propose that this safe harbor
should be created as an exemption to the Copyright Act rather than
as a limitation to remedies.289 The museums believe that any relief
from damages would not be enough incentive for museums to
utilize orphan works-monetary risk is anathema to most
museums and non-profits, regardless of the amount.29° Any
damage amount could have a significant effect considering the
amount of orphan works utilized by these institutions. In the
aggregate, even reduced damages pose serious risks. Any
reduction in damages would be insufficient to induce museums to
pull important cultural material within their collections out of
storage to put on display, seriously impeding public access.
While the Copyright Office did not adopt this proposal, it did
impact the proposed orphan works legislation. Monetary relief is
not available to any claimant where the infringement is non-
commercial and the infringement ceases shortly after the claim is
287. Ellen P. Aprill, Inadvertence and the Internal Revenue Code: Federal
Tax Consequences of State Unclaimed Property Laws, 62 U. PITT. L. REv. 123,
124 n.5 (2000).
288. Comment of The J. Paul Getty Trust, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
and The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation at 4, In re Orphan Works, No.
610 (Copyright Office Mar. 24, 2005), available at
http://www.copyright.gov/orphan/comments/OW061 0-ArtMuseums.pdf.
289. Id. at 2.
290. Id.
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brought. 29' Damages are unavailable unless it can be shown that
the infringer has earned proceeds directly attributable to the
infringement.292 The museums defend use of copyrighted works in
museum shops both on premises and via mail as an integral part of
their educational missions.293 Nevertheless, if it is shown that the
museum earns proceeds directly attributable to the infringement in
their shops, they could be held liable for monetary damages.
V. CONCLUSION
A. The Director and the Professor294
For Eric Ristau, the filmmaker who could not find the copyright
owners for the two obscure recordings, the "Kafkaesque
nightmare" is likely over if the Orphan Works Act of 2006 is
signed into law. Ristau's "exhaustive" search for the songs would
likely qualify as "reasonably diligent," thus limiting any remedies
that may be sought against him. If the songs' owners were to re-
surface, they would only be able to obtain "reasonable
compensation" for the use of their work. This amount would
likely be much lower than the infringement damages these owners
would be likely to obtain. The fair market value of these songs is
questionable at best. Ristau could create the film as he had
envisioned it with relative certainty that an infringement action
would not prove disastrous.
The professor writing the academic journal article about Frank
Lloyd Wright would also be protected by the proposed orphan
works legislation. He conducted what would certainly be deemed
a "reasonably diligent" search for the architectural firm that had
created the drawing, thus insulating himself and the journal from
291. H.R. 6052, 109th Cong. § 202 (2006) (amending 17 U.S.C. §
514(b)(1)(B)).
292. Id. (amending 17 U.S.C. § 514(b)(1)(B)).
293. The credibility of the Guggenheim as a purely noncommercial entity
appears to be dubious given the museum's aggressive expansion policy-
including a foray into Sin City itself: Las Vegas, Nevada, arguably the North
American epicenter of commerciality.
294. See supra text accompanying notes 1-10.
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any infringement claim amounting to more than reasonable
compensation. This compensation would likely be calculated from
a formula stemming from the licensing fee that Life had originally
paid to use the drawing in its magazine. Without having to resort
to the prohibitively expensive and unpredictable affirmative
defense of fair use, the professor could publish the article with
certainty of the risks involved.
B. The Likelihood of Passage
While it is probable that orphan works legislation will pass this
term, the question lies in whether it remains intact in its current
form. The more challenging components of the legislation, such
as the requirement of attribution, could be stripped in order to
facilitate passage. The legislation acts as a compromise between
many groups. In exchange for this compromise, however, the
drafters may have risked an effective solution. The legislation
basically passes on implementation to the courts so that they may
judge the "reasonableness" of user searches and compensation to
be paid for such uses. Until there have been decisions that can
further guide users about judicial interpretation of this legislation,
there will be uncertainty. Despite this uncertainty, the proposed
orphan works solution presents the most well-rounded solution to
the problem in comparison to the alternative solutions presented.
The legislation allows for case-by-case evaluation of whether
the user has conducted a reasonably diligent search for the
owner."' This element benefits all types of users, allowing courts
the flexibility needed to deal with a problem that pervades such a
variety of creative endeavors. The notion of reasonable
compensation, based on what the user would have paid at the
commencement of the infringing use, ensures that rightsholders in
orphaned works are able to collect a fair fee. The requirement of
attribution not only imbues the American copyright system with
another layer of moral rights, harmonizing U.S. law with other
Berne nations, but it also brings user and owner together so that
they may arrive at an agreement regarding the use. By promoting
and facilitating marketplace solutions to the orphan works
295. See supra text accompanying note 149 (defining "reasonably diligent
search").
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problem, this proposed legislation could be extremely effective.
C. The 110th Congress
As the 110th Congress convened on January 4, 2007, copyright
legislation was not at the forefront of its agenda. Nevertheless,
orphan works legislation is likely to be acted upon during its term.
The Copyright Modernization Act of 2006 contains not only the
Orphan Works Act, but another, more controversial provision
dealing with online music licensing reform. The orphan works
provision is unusual in the fact that it has widespread support from
both the copyright reform community and the content industry.
The provision would allow creators to safely utilize orphan works
in creating their own works and would function so as to bring such
use to the attention of owners in order that mutual agreements, in
the form of licenses or permissions, occur. The music licensing
reform provision has no such widespread support.29 6 In any case,
the debate will continue during the 110th Congress this year.
Frank Muller
296. The content industry, in particular the music publishing industry,
appears to be the clear beneficiary of this proposed legislation.
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